Community Engagement Advisory Group

Alison and Andrew

Meet at Southern General for Adult Services

Chaired by Roy Farely

Looked at how we could help them with their plans e.g. marketing, logo, name

Jackie could be the permanent Youth Panel Link to feed in teenagers views to the Adult Hospital.

Joe - Planning, bringing everyone up to date

Talked about art inside the building

Stakeholder Reference Group

Joe - Planning, bringing everyone up to date

Talked about art inside the building

Plan how much we need to spend on Canada.....

Day 1  CN Tower
       Tour of Toronto

Day 2  Working

Day 3  Niagara

Day 4  Working / evening Hockey??

Day 5  Hockey?? / Shopping

Alison will book two buses

Andy will book Minibus / coach

Case for bus tour and CN Tower

Elizabeth - find out how much it costs to go on Niagara Falls.

Bus (airport, centre, boating, tourist umbrellas.)

C02 people.

Joe - Hockey game will finish when you need to buy tickets.

Lisa will find out what companies do bus tours.

When?

End of August

Kate will write out to everyone and their families to check dates.

Who?

Alison, Jackie, Joe, Elizabeth,

Tori, Moira, Andy, Lisa

Kate, Daniel, Sarah, Nurse

Form to meet your needs
When?

Kate will write out to everyone and their families to check dates.

End of August

Who?

Alison, Jackie, Joe, Elizabeth, Tari, Beatt, Andy, Lisa Kate, Daniel, Sarah, + Nurse

Website/Forum to keep in touch with people from Canada

Maria will send info to Joe about usable websites.

Alison will write to Youth Council to see if anyone wants to meet with you.

Jackie - Marketing Plan.

- not much information for teenagers
- radio, business cards, leaflets
- articles in newspapers, and magazines
- media: The Grid, Young Scot
- letters round words - information must
- Comic Strip Software

Panel accept recommendations.

Jackie will work 1 day a week on this. Alison, Jackie will consult. Based on leaflet.

Kate will nominate the Youth Panel for the Young Scot Award.

Invited to NES Reception

Thursday 12th March

Scottish Parliament
Try and attend the Design Workshop on 18th February 6-8.

Leaflet and sell cake/biscuits.

4th Floor Seminar Room.

Let Lorna know if you want to go.

Group photo with people on front of leaflet - language checked.

Preparation team - Have a video the youth panel should look at.

Date of Next Meeting...

Feb 2009